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ABSTRACT

4The structural dynamic response of turbomachinery components

* to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced excitations is

of major concern in the design of advanced gas turbine engines.

The rotor speeds at which these resonant forced responses occur :

can be predicted with Campbell diagrams. However, due to the

inadequacies of the existing time-variant aerodynamic models, no

accurate prediction can currently be made for the amplitude of

the resulting stresses.

The overall objective of this research program is to quanti- ..

tatively investigate the fundamental phenomena relevant to aero-

thermodynamic distortion induced structural dynamic blade

response in multi-stage gas turbine fans and compressors.- Unique

unsteady aerodynamic data will be obtained to validate and indi-

cate necessary refinements to state-of-the-art analyses and to

direct the modeling of new analyses. Also, for the first time,',a

first principles capability to predict the vibrational response .

amplitude of blading due to aerodynamic excitations will be

developed. AFeeestnn For
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- This report summarizes the progress and results obtained

during the period April 16, 1983 to April 15, 1984. These

-include. the calibration of stator vanes instrumented with .

dynamic pressure transducers; the completion and verification of

the steady and dynamic data acquisition and analysis procedures;

the check-out and initial experimental study of the first stage

vane row unsteady aerodynamics; the initiation of the development ;-'-.-

of the dynamic instrumentation and calibration procedures for the

rotor studies; and the completion of the structural dynamics por- -

tion of the coupled mode blade vibration energy balance struc- ..

tural dynamics math model. , , ....
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structural dynamic response of fan, compressor, and tur-

bine blading to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced excitations

is an item of rapidly increasing concern to designers and

manufacturers of gas turbine engines for advanced technology

applications. Destructive aerodynamic forced responses of gas

turbine engine blading have been generated by a wide variety of

aero-thermodynamic distortion sources. These include: blade

wakes; multi-staging interaction effects; large angle of attack

or yaw; engine exhaust recirculation; cross-flow at the inlet;

pressure variations on the engine due to external aerodynamics;

and armament firing. The following physical phenomena have been

identified as being significant with regard to aero-thermodynamic

distortion induced structural dynamic responses of fan and

compressor blading.

Resonance

* Multi-stage interactions

* Stall

' Inlet gusts

* Time-varying inlet flows

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ., .•..
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Flow separation

Potential effects

* Turbulence

The first principles prediction of the structural dynamic

response associated with all of the above physical phenomena is

identical and involves the following elements. Spatially

periodic variations in pressure, velocity, temperature, and flow

direction of the exit flow field of an upstream element appear as

temporally varying in a coordinate system fixed to the downstream -

row. As a result, individual airfoils are subject to a time-

variant aerodynamic forcing function which can induce high level

vibratory stresses.

The analysis of the aerodynamically forced response vibra-

tory behavior of a blade or vane row requires a definition of the

unsteady forcing function in terms of its harmonics. The time-

variant aerodynamic response of the airfoil to each harmonic of

this forcing function is then assumed to be comprised of two

parts. One is due to the disturbance being swept past the non-

responding fixed airfoils. The second arises when the airfoils

respond to this disturbance. Mathematically these effects are

modeled by two distinct analyses. A linearized small perturba- .

tion gust analysis is used to predict the time-variant aerodynam-

ics of the fixed non-responding airfoils to each harmonic of the .'. - -

disturbance. A self-induced unsteady aerodynamic analysis e

-. . , °
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wherein the airfoils are assumed to be harmonically oscillating

is then used to predict the additional aerodynamic effects due to

the airfoil response. Superposition of these two effects can be S

performed only with knowledge of the modal pattern and amplitude

of response of the blading because the magnitude of the pressure

field resulting from the airfoil motion is dependent upon the : '

amplitude of this motion. Thus a solution with key elements con-

sisting of the gust analysis, a self-induced unsteady aerodynamic

analysis, and an airfoil structural analysis is necessary to 0.

predict the total response of an airfoil subjected to an upstream

generated spatially periodic disturbance.

The unsteady small perturbation gust and self-induced

unsteady aerodynamic analyses are two-dimensional and, as such,

are coupled to the airfoil structural analysis by means of a

strip theory approximation. Thus, the airfoil is considered to

consist of a series of individual and independent two-dimensional

aerodynamic regions. The time-variant aerodynamic analyses are

then applied to each such individual region, with the charac-

teristic parameters including the Mach number, reduced frequency,

stagger angle, and solidity, taken as the average value at the

inlet boundary. It should be noted that there is no coupling

between adjacent aerodynamic regions. Hence, aerodynamic forced

vibrations involving spanwise variations in unsteady aerodynamics

cannot be treated, i.e., if spanwise variations exist in the

aerodynamic forcing function not caused by simple inlet spanwise

variations in the Mach number, reduced frequency, stagger angle,

• .. . ... .. .... .~l--i1i- ~ . . ..... "" .... .L.i.-.... . .- ,...._-._..:... .. v.-.. -,
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or solidity, such a strip theory design system is of no value.

Some of the previously noted forced response sources may fit into

this category, as for example, the case of rotor tip vortices .

generating a forced response in a downstream blade or vane row. .... '-

,-i -.
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II. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Overall Objectives

The overall objective of this research program is to quanti-

tatively investigate the fundamental phenomena relevant to dis- _

tortion generated aero-thermodynamic induced structural dynamic

effects in gas turbine engine blade rows. Unique unsteady aero-

dynamic data will be obtained on stationary and rotating blade .

rows to validate and indicate necessary refinements to current

state-of-the-art analyses and to direct the modeling and develop-

ment of new analyses. Also, for the first time, a first princi-r A

ples capability to predict the vibrational response amplitude of

blading due to aerodynamic excitations based on an energy balance

technique will be developed. 01

From first principles considerations, the relevant fundamen- ..-

tal physical phenomena are identical for the various sources of

aero-thermodynamic distortion. Hence, to accomplish this overall

ob3ective in a timely and efficient ma-iner, while obtaining

results of direct interest and significance to the gas turbine

engine community, this proposed research program is concerned

with the time-variant aerodynamics and structural dynamic

response of multi-stage stationary and rotating blade rows, with

the primary source of excitation initially being the wakes from

upstream blade elements. The overall objective includes the fol- .

lowing:

• .-. i-.2.. . .. .. ~~.. . . . .. : . -. * i'.-: '. ' .'. . 2. , . . . . . ,.
• / - ," . ."" -: .-. '..--' -4 . - - " •- - .- - -. ".. .,.-.-.-.".. . . -. '. "-. -". .. - . " .. u .--. ".'. . -.- .- .-.
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The experimental determination of the

fundamental time-variant gust aerodynamics

associated with variations in incidence .

angle (loading), reduced frequency,

solidity, and multi-stage effects on -

both stationary and rotating blade rows

as well as the investigation of the

validity of:

* the two-dimensional linearity and

superpositioning assumptions;

• the small perturbation modeling concept; ,A.-

The development of a first principles

state-of-the-art capability to predict the

vibrational response amplitude of blading

based on an energy balance technique, with

key elements consisting of the following

coupled existing analyses:

• a flat plate cascade transverse gust

analysis;

* a flat plate cascade self-induced

unsteady aerodynamics analysis;

* an airfoil structural analysis; ...

.°.° 0 ..

0" '"[F[
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The development of a subsonic compressible

unsteady aerodynamic cascade analysis.

Thus, this program is directed at providing fundamental

time-variant aerodynamic data whic'- will not only validate and

indicate refinements to the current state-of-the-art two-

dimensional gust analyses but will also address the validity of

the most basic assumptions inherent in these analyses and in the

structure of forced response design systems. In addition a --

state-of-the-art first prinicples predictive aerodynamically

forced response analysis based on an energy balance technique

will be developed.

Specific Objectives

The following were the specific objectives for this report-

ing period.

Stationary Vane Row Experiments

* Calibration of the stator vanes instrumented

with Kulite dynamic pressure transducers

* Completion and verification of the steady and

dynamic data acquisition and analysis procedures

* On-line check out of the data acquisition

system

Si..i~
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Initiation of the acquisition and analysis of

the first stage vane row time-variant aerodynamic

data

Rotor Blade Studies

Initiation of the development of the dynamic

instrumentation and calibration procedures for

the first stage rotor blade row .

Analys is

Parametric studies completed with the coupled

mode blade vibration energy balance structural

dynamics mathematical model

* . - .

, -. -

O"
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III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

The technical approach to achieve the overall program objec-

tives requires that extensive, high-quality, detailed aerodynamic . .

data be acquired from benchmark experiments which model the fun-

damental flow physics of aero-thermodynamic induced structural

dynamic effects in gas turbine engines. These data must be

analyzed and correlated with appropriate state-of-the-art ana-

lyses to ascertain their range of validity and/or to indicate

necessary refinements. In addition, advanced mathematical models

and techniques for the prediction of these phenomena will be

developed and experimentally verified.

The approach to achieving these experimental objectives is -"--

to measure the time-variant pressure distribution in controlled

benchmark experiments which model the fundamental flow physics

and thereby identify and quantify the key unsteady aerodynamic

" parameters relevant to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced

response of blading. In particular, this research program is -

aimed at measuring the fundamental unsteady gust aerodynamics

. associated with variations in incidence angle (loading), reduced

frequency, solidity, multi-stage effects, as well as investigat-

ing the validity of the two-dimensional linearity and superposi-

* tioning assumptions and the applicability of the small perturba-

tion modeling concept. This requires obtaining airfoil surface

* chordwise and spanwise unsteady pressure data on both stationary

S*. . . . .. . . . . . ,. ...

¢ , -- ' -"... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .."" -,'- .:" . . .,"- - _'" . ,",- ' '." ' '' . .'. ' .- 2 - . . '-.
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and rotating blade rows as well as detailed inlet and exit plane

flow surveys in a multi-stage axial flow compressor. These data

will be correlated with state-of-the-art unsteady cascade

transverse gust analyses and will be used to determine their

range of validity and to direct the development of an advanced

first principles forced vibration aerodynamic analysis which the

designer can use with confidence. In addition, a unique first

principles predictive aerodynamically forced response analysis

will be developed based on an energy balance technique.

Facility

In the first stage of a multi-stage axial flow compressor

the wakes from the upstream rotor blades are the source of the

aerodynamically induced fluctuating surface pressures on the _,

* downstream stator vanes; i.e., the rotor blade wakes define the

forcing function to the downstream stator vane row. In the aft

stages of the compressor the wakes from all of the upstream blad-

~ ing, both rotors and stators, are the source of the aerodynami-

cally induced fluctuating surface pressure distributions on the

downstream stator vane and rotor blade rows. Hence, it is neces-

sary to experimentally model all of the significant features

which define this forcing function. These include the variation

of incidence, the wave form, the velocity (pressure) variation,

the various blade row interactions in a multi-stage machine, and ..-

the reduced frequency (k - wC/ 2Vaxial) which defines the order

of magnitude of the unsteadiness. (Forced response problems in

O0_

ki:•- i-:i.i-?:-: . il ii :. : ?i .2 72 i:i :: ? : :2 .i; 3-.. :. '_, -. .- .-: ,- -.- "--- '.. . . . - -... -- , .. ,-.•...." - - ... .." " '-.
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turbomachines typically have first harmonic reduced frequency

values varying from 0.2 to 8.0.) The above noted features can

all be simulated in the Purdue University Multi-Stage Axial Flow .. -, -

Research Compressor. .

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the overall facility, with

the compressor test section shown in greater detail in Figures 2

and 3. The compressor is driven by a 15 HP DC electric motor

with a speed range of 300 to 3000 RPM. The inlet section is

located aft of the drive motor. In the exit of this section are

located 38 variable geometry guide vanes which direct the flow

into the test section. Three identical compressor stages are -.

mounted in the test section, which has an annulus with constant

hub (0.300 m) and tip (0.420 m) diameters. The exit flow from

the test section is directed through a series of flow straight-

eners into a venturi meter which enables the mass flow rate to be

determined. To throttle the compressor, an adjustable plate is

located at the exit of the diffuser of the venturi.

Each of the three identical compressor stages consists of 43

rotor blades and 41 stator vanes. Hence, the interblade phase

angle for these experiments is 17.560. These free vortex design •_.

airfoils have a British C4 section profile, a chord of 30 mm, and

a maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.10. The overall airfoil

and compressor characteristics are presented in Table I . ..

S.. .. ...

.-. .-... -.
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0

Rotor Stator -,

Type of Airfoil C4 C4

Number of Blades 43 41

Chord, C(mm) 30 30

Solidity, C/S 1.14 1.09

Camber 27.95 27.70

Aspect Ratio 2.0 2.0

Thickness/Chord (%) 10 10

Flow Rate (kg/second) 2.66

Rotor-Stator Axial Spacing (mm) 22.2

Design Axial Velocity (meters/sec) 32.0

Rotational Speed (RPM) 3000

Number of Stages 3

Stage Pressure Ratio 1.003 .-

Inlet Tip Diameter (mm) 420

Hub/Tip Radius Ratio 0. 714

Stage Efficiency (%) 85

TABLE I. AIRFOIL MEAN SECTION CHARACTERISTICS AND

COMPRESSOR DESIGN POINT CONDITIONS

.........--.. " .
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Conventional steady-state instrumentation is used to deter-

mine the flow properties in the compressor. The inlet tempera-

ture is measured by four equally spaced thermocouples at the

inlet of the compressor. Casing static taps, equally spaced cir-

cumferentially, allow the measurement of the static pressure

between each blade row. Traversing gear instrument stations pro- W

vided between each blade row are used to measure the mean flow

incidence angle on the first-stage stator vanes. A thermocouple

and Kiel probe located downstream are used to measure the .

compressor exit temperature and total pressure, respectively.

The mass flow is measured with the calibrated venturi meter

located downstream of the compressor test section. A shaft .A

mounted 60 tooth gear and a magnetic pickup provide the rotor

speed.

..

S. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ~~ .a .cr~~r ~a.* CrA&.U, ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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IV. PROGRAM STATUS AND RESULTS

All of the previously noted specific objectives established

for this reporting period have been successfully met.

Stationary Vane Row Experiments

The calibration, steady and dynamic data acquisition and

analysis procedures, and the check-out of the data acquisition

system have been completed. Also, the initial acquisition and

analysis of the first stage vane row time-variant data has begun.

Initial Check-Out Experiment

In this initial first stage stator vane check-out study, the

wakes from the first stage rotor blades are the source of the

aerodynamically induced fluctuating surface pressure distribu- -

tions, i.e., the rotor wakes define the forcing function to the

first stage stator vanes, as schematically depicted in Figure 4.

The unsteady data of fundamental interest are the chordwise .:

distribution of the complex time-variant pressure difference

across the chordline of the first stage stator vane. This S

requires the measurement of the dynamic pressure distributions on

the pressure and suction surfaces of the first stage stator vane *.-.

. .- . .

. .°|
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at identical chordwise locations. These airfoil surface fluc-

tuating pressure measurements are accomplished by instrumenting

pairs of stator vanes with Kulite thin-line design dynamic pres-

sure transducers.

To minimize any flow disturbances generated by the transduc- w

ers, they were embedded in the airfoil and connected to the sur-

face by a static pressure tap. The transducer lead wires were

placed in milled slots and carried out through hollow trunnions. 0

A similar installation was used for the transducers on the pres-

sure surface at the same chord locations. Thus, in this initial

check-out study, sets of two instrumented vanes were used, one ._

with suction surface transducers and one with pressure surface

transducers. These vanes were located such that a complete flow

passage was instrumented. Conventional static pressure taps were

also provided at the same locations. These static pressure taps

provide the steady state aerodynamic load distribution on the

airfoil.

Both steady-state and time-variant data are being acquired.

Figure 5 presents a schematic of the complete data acquisition

and analysis system which is centered on a PDP 11-23 computer.

The steady-state data of interest include: (1) the static

pressures on the stator vane surfaces, accomplished with chord- 0

wise distributions of surface static pressure taps; (2) the pres-

sures and temperatures throughout the compressor, thereby permit- " "

ting the compressor operating map to be determined, as shown in

- . *. . . . .. .~ * . ....,, :....
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Figure 6. The compressor map is used to define the operating

points, in terms of overall pressure ratio and corrected mass

flow rate, at which the unsteady surface pressure measurements

are obtained.
... -..,-o.

Steady-state data acquisition follows the standard evalua-

tion procedure. At the selected corrected speed, the compressor

is stabilized for approximately 10 minutes, after which the

steady-state sequence is initiated. The data are then scanned,

and the corrected mass flow, pressure ratio, and corrected speed

determined.

The time-variant data acquisition and analysis technique .

used is based on a data averaging or signal enhancement concept.

The key to such a technique is the ability to sample data at a ..

preset time. In this investigation, the data of interest are

being generated at the blade passing frequency. Hence, an opti-

cal encoder, deliver ing a square wave voltage signal with a dura-

tion in the microsecond range, was mounted on the rotor shaft and -

used as the time or data initiation reference to trigger the A-D

multiplexer system. This system is capable of digitizing signals

simultaneously at rates to 5 megahertz per channel, storing 2048

data points per channel.

In this initial check-out experiment, the effect of averag-

ing the time-variant pressure signals from the blade mounted

dynamic pressure transducers was considered. Figures 7 through

11 display the time-variant pressure signal from the 14.1% chord "-

. .. . . . . . .•.•, - . . . . . . . . . .
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pressure surface dynamic pressure transducer for 1 rotor revolu-

tion and averaged over 25, 50, 75, and 100 rotor revolutions,

respectively. As seen, averaging greatly reduces the random O

fluctuations superimposed on the harmonic pressure signal of

interest. Also, these time-variant pressure signals are essen-

tially unchanged when averaged over 75 or more rotor revolutions,-.

Figures 10 and 11. Thus, signal averaging for 100 rotor revolu-

tions are used for the time-variant data acquisition of this ini-

tial check-out experiment.

At each steady-state operating point, an averaged time-

variant data set, consisting of the Kulite dynamic pressure

transducer signals digitized at a rate of 20 KHz and averaged

over 100 rotor revolutions, was obtained. These rotor revolu-

tions were not consecutive due to the finite time required for

the A-D multiplexer system to sample the data and the computer to . ..-

then read the digitized data. Figures 12 and 13 present typical

examples of the digitized dynamic pressure signals at 14.1% chord

on the vane pressure and suction surfaces, respectively.

Each of these digitized signals was Fourier decomposed into

harmonics by means of an FFT algorithm. Figure 14 shows an exam-

ple of this decomposition for the 14.1% chord pressure surface

transducer signal at 73% span. As seen, the transducer signal

contains a dominant fundamental frequency equal to the blade

passing frequency and a smaller second harmonic component. In

addition, the averaged signal exhibits minimal non-harmonic con-

tent. From this Fourier decomposition, both the magnitude of

I -S= - "'" - - ''' -- -- - """ -' " " -" . -" ' -"- ' '= -< ' - -. _. , z _. . .. ." , . '' . , . _ , ' . ; ._. """" , '
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each component and its phase lag as referenced to the optical

encoder pulse can be determined.

Cascade gust unsteady aerodynamic analyses predict the

unsteady pressure difference across the vane as a function of

airfoil chord in the form of a dynamic pressure difference coef-

ficient and an aerodynamic phase lag. The dynamic pressure coef-

ficient is normalized with respect to the steady-state properties

of the flow and the magnitude of the transverse gust. The aero-
hf

dynamic phase lag is referenced to a transverse gust at the lead-

ing edge of the reference airfoil. Hence, to enhance the

experiment-theory correlation process, the data were adjusted in

phase and magnitude to agree with the predictions at the leading

edge transducer location. Thus, the final form of the dynamic

data consists of a dynamic pressure coefficient and an aero-

dynamic phase lag. It should be noted that this adjustment in

phase and magnitude will not be necessary in the ensuing experi-

ments as a crossed hot-wire system will be used to quantify the

forcing function.

Surface static pressure measurements on the 49.1% and theI S
73.0% span streamlines of the first stage stator vane quantify

the steady-state aerodynamic chordwise loading distributions.

Figure 15 presents these surface chordwise steady-state staticI S
pressure distributions.

As seen, at small negative incidence angle values, the aero-

dynamic loading distributions differ over the front portion of .

0..2 -- ..
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the chord, but coincide over the aft portion for these two span-

wise streamlines. As the incidence angle is increased to small

positive values, the pressure surface static pressure distribu-

tions coincide, but the suction surface distributions do not. At

large positive incidence angle values, the two span streamline .:

static pressure distributions are very nearly equal except for a -

slight deviation in the leading edge portion of the suction sur-

face. "-.ii. i

Figures 16 through 21 present the stator vane surface

dynamic pressure coefficient and aerodynamic phase lag data for

the first harmonic of the unsteady pressure difference across the

vane as a function of percent airfoil chord. Also included in

these figures are the predictions obtained from a compressible

flow, small perturbation, flat plate airfoil cascade, transverse

gust unsteady aerodynamic analysis. In this unique analysis, the

effect of a specified steady-state separation on the airfoil suc-- -

tion surface is modeled by a thin slip region which extends from

the specified separation point chordwise location to aft of the-.

blade trailing edge.

Figures 16 and 17 present the small negative and positive

incidence angle dynamic pressure data on the 73.0% span stream-

line. As seen, good correlation exists between the data and the

unseparated predictions for the dynamic pressure coefficient.

However, the aerodynamic phase lag data exhibit a somewhat dif-

ferent chordwise distribution than that of the prediction. In

particular, the aerodynamic phase lag first increases and then

So.
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decreases as a function of chord, with the decrease being more

pronounced as the incidence angle is increased. This chordwise

variation in the aerodynamic phase lag data is attributed to the 0

camber of the stator vane. The difference between the small

negative and positive incidence angle phase lag distributions is

due to the differences in the steady-state aerodynamic loading,

as detailed in Figure 15.

The small negative and positive incidence angle results on

th.e 49.1% span streamline are presented in Figures 18 and 19,

respectively. As seen, at the small negative incidence angle,

the aerodynamic phase lag data-theory correlation is very similar

to the corresponding data on the 73.0% streamline. At the posi-

tive incidence angle, a larger decrease in the phase lag value at

63.7% chord is found. The dynamic pressure coefficient correla-

tion at 49.1% span is generally good at both incidence angle

values. However, the 29.1% chord data point is noticeably lower .-.

in value than the corresponding prediction at the negative *

incidence angle and increased in value over the prediction at the

positive incidence angle value. These variations in the aero-

dynamic phase lag and the dynamic pressure coefficient data are

due to the differences in the steady-state aerodynamic loading,

as presented in Figure 15.

Figures 20 and 21 present the large positive incidence angle

dynamic pressure data-theory correlation on the 49.1% and 73.0%

. span streamlines, respectively. Also included in these figures

are the correponding unseparated and separated flow predictions. .° .

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .-. ..
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Both sets of data exhibit analogous trends. As per the lower

incidence angle results, the aerodynamic phase lag data first

increase and then decrease relative to the predictions. Also, '

the aft region separated flow prediction indicates little effect '. : .

on the predicted phase lag at this large reduced frequency value.

The dynamic pressure coefficient chordwise data distribution

exhibits the same trends as the separated flow predictions. In

particular, the dynamic pressure coefficient data and predictions

decrease as the chord position is increased over the front of the AL

airfoil. However, while the nonseparated prediction continues to

decrease over the aft part of the airfoil chord, the data and the

separated flow predictions show increased values, with the higher A..

incidence angle data exhibiting the largest increase, as seen in

Figure 21.

Rotor Studies

The development of the dynamic instrumentation and calibra- ..

tion procedures for the first stage rotor blade studies has been

initiated. Modifications to the rotor shaft to route lead wires

to the slip ring assembly has been initiated. Also, a slip ring

assembly has been selected and ordered. In addition, design has

been initiated on the rotating signal conditioning system as well

as the dynamic transducer installation on the rotor blades.

II
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Analys is

the parametric study has been completed with the coupled

mode blade vibration energy balance structural dynamics math

model. These results are presented in the Appendix.

kV
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The Coupled Response of Turbomachinery Blading
to Aerodynamic Excitations

Daniel Hoyniak" and Sanford Fleetert
Purdue University. West Lafayette, Indiana

An eg balance technique is developed which predicts the coupled bending-torsion mode aerodynamic -

forced response of an aifhoil. The effects of the varlous aerodynamic parameters are then considered utilizing a
subsonic compressible flow/flat plate cascade gust analysis. The increased coupling between the torsion and
tra slati" modes as the natural frequencies approach one another is shown. It is alsao demonstrated that the
coupled-response amplitudes increase with: I) decreased structural damping, 2) Increased solidity, stagger angle.
wd Mah numbers, 3) interblade phase angles corresponding to forward traveling waves, and 4) shifting of the
elastic @ias location aft.

Nomenclature U = freestream velocity

a = distance of elastic axis aft of mid-chord W = complex transverse gust function
=unsteady lift influence coefficient Wa  = amplitude of transverse gust

b = airfoil semichord 11C/2) WORK = unsteady work per cycle of oscillation
B = unsteady moment influence coefficient x,, = location of center of gravity relative to elastic axis

C = airfoil chord o = complex torsional displacement A
C/S = cascade solidity (airfoil chord/airfoil spacing) 0) = amplitude of torsional motion

C, =X,, + (A,,) p = mass parameter
C. = + (.x,+(,) p = fluid density

Cl =jip(o,/u)+ (A,) I =interblade phaseangle
A, = (1, -;A/, ( 1 g, =airfoil natural frequency

C4 opr'.l (W,,/, + (B,.) frequency of the transverse gust
C, = (B,,)'- pi ( .li)'g, Subscripts
C, = -(W 0 IU)(AG)a G =gust
C, = -(WG U) (A,,)' I. - .

C, = - ( WGIU) (Be) h = translation

C/o = - (WG/U) (AG) I SI = self-induced (aerodynamic damping)

D, =I(C4C,+CCC)-IC,(A,,)+C,(A,)']I =torsion

D I (C 1C -C,C 5 ) - IC, C - AI A..)(B,)' I Superscripts
h = complex translational displacement I = imaginary part

=,, amplitude of translational oscillation R = real part= 4 - I() = derivative with respect to time :'::'"'-

I, = mass moment of inertia per unit span about the -drvtewihesctotm
elastic axis

k = reduced frequency (k = ,ab/ U)
L = unsteady lift Introduction
In = mass per unit span of the airfoil ERODYNAMICALLY-induced vibrations of rotor and

C1 =unsteady moment .("Cstator airfoils are one of the more common sources of •
. = I (C,C, +C ,C,) - C,(A, )lI + CCI,,I Ihigh-cycle fatigue failure in gas turbine engines. Destructive
VI, = I(C.Cj -C, C,) - C,C.-C,(A,,)']I aerodynamic forced responses of fan, compressor, and
.I, (CIOCs+C,C1,) - [C-(B4 +CC, II turbine blading have been generated by a wide variety of
., I (C3C9 - C, CI) - [C.C -C (B,)'I sources including upstream blades and/or vanes, distortion.

Re [ = real part of [ I rotating stall, downstream blades and/or vanes, surge, bleeds,
r = radius of gyration about elastic axis and random or otherwise unidentified sources.
S, =airfoil static moment per unit span about the Failure level vibratory responses occur when a periodic

elastic axis aerodynamic forcing function, with frequency equal to a 0
natural blade resonant frequency, acts on a blade row. The
rotor speeds at which these forced responses occur are
predicted with Campell diagrams, which display the natural ' -.

frequency of each blade mode vs rotor speed.' Whenever

Presented as Paper 83-0844 at the AIAA/ASIE/ASCE/AHS these curves cross, aerodynamically-induced forced responses
Structures. Structural Dynamics. and Materials Conference. Lake are possible. However, at the present time no accurate
Tahoe. Nev.. May 2-4. 1983; received May 13. 1983; revision received prediction for the amplitude of the resulting stress can be
Oct. 3, 19113. Copyright c American Institute of Aeronautics and made. -

Astronautics. Inc., 1983. All rights reserved.

'Graduate Research Assistant; presently Aerospace Engineer. The prediction of the aerodynamic forced response
NASA Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. vibratory behavior of a blade or vane row requires a -'-

tProfessor. School of Mechanical Engineering. and Director. definition of the unsteady forcing function in terms of its
Thermal Sciences and Propulsion Center. Member AIAA. harmonics. The time-variant aerodynamic response of the

'.~ . . . . . .. ...-..-
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airfoil to each harmonic of this forcing function is then whereh=h,e"'; c=,,e-'; I'= 14',e ' describes the gust;
assumed to be comprised of two parts.2 One part is due to the I., ,. B,). (A ..B.), A., B,) denote the generalized un-
disturbance being swept past the non-responding fixed air- steady lift and moment coefficients due to airfoil translation.
foils. The second arises when the airfoils respond to this airfoil torsion, and the convected sinusoidal gust. respec-
disturbance. These effects are modeled by means of two tisely; w is the airfoil natural frequenc%, and ., is the gust
distinct analyses. A linearized small-perturbation gust forcing function frequency
analysis is used to predict the time-%ariant aerodynamics of The total unsteady lift and moment on the airfoil are ob-
the fixed non-responding airfoil to each harmonic of the tained by superimposing the gust response and the self-
disturbance. A self-induced unsteady aerodynamic analysis, induced aerodynamic forces and moments.
wherein the airfoils are assumed to be harmonically
oscillating, is then used to predict the additional aerodynamic L(I) =L(, (t) + L , (i)
effect due to the airfoil response. These self-induced
aerodynamic effects can be thought of as an aerodynamic [ (H-) ]Ah .jdamping which can be either positive or negative. Reviews of =~w [p):A(; + +Ah, + A. oY, e"'

state-of-the-art unsteady aerodynamics as applied to tur-
bomachines, including gust and self-induced unsteady 4.(I) =M ,(tl +M, )
aerodynamic analyses, are presented in Refs. 3 and 4.

The classical approach to the prediction of the aerodynamic r :
forced response of an airfoil is based on Newton's second law. =iob'p I (-) +B(hYe+B,,s,,Ie-' (2)
The gust and self-induced unsteady aerodynamic analyses are U
used to describe the harmonic forces and moments acting on
the airfoil in conjunction with a lumped parameter It should be noted that the airfoil response occurs at the
description of the airfoil structural and inertial properties.' frequency of the forcing function. Hence. in Eq. (2) the gust

An alternate approach based on an energy balance frequency w has been utilized in the specification of the un-
technique has been developed by Hoyniak and Fleeter ' to steady aerodynamic forces and moments.
predict the uncoupled single-degree-of-freedom forced
response of an airfoil. In this approach, a balance is
established between the energy of unsteady aerodynamic work
and the energy dissipated by the airfoil. Energy Balance

The objective of this paper is to extend the energy balance The equations of motion describing the coupled tran- -- -
technique to include the more interesting case of coupled slational and torsional displacement of the flat plate airfoil
bending-torsion mode forced response of an airfoil and, also, depicted in Fig. I are given in Eq. (3).
to demonstrate the effects of the various aerodynamic and
structural parameters on this coupled response.

nh + S, a + (I + ig,, ) ht =L .)

General IUnseady Aerodynamic Coefficienls S, h ,+ ,1W7(1 I+Rg1 )(Y M'Vf) (3)
Figure I presents a schematic representation of a itwo-

dimensional airfoil section displaced in both torsion and
translation in a uniform flow with a superimposed conected where i denotes the mass per unit span of the airfoil, S, is the
transverse sinusoidal gust. Equation (I) presents the complex, airfoil static moment per unit span about the elastic axis., .
time-dependent unsteady lift and moment per unit span, and ,. are the translational and torsional mode airfoil
written in influence coefficient form, for the gust response natural frequencies of the corresponding undamped single-
and the self-induced unsteady aerodynamic cases, degree-of-freedom system, respectively, and I. is the mass -

moment of inertia per unit span about the elastic axis. As
seen, the airfoil structural dynamic system described in Eq. 13)

L,=LH,+iLI,=ipb:J[A. -o)J is strongly coupled and the coupling is associated ,wilh both
the structural and the aerodynamic characteristics of the

/ ($') 1,system. The structural coupling becomes significant ,.hcnc.cr
= ,' + iM,, b B, the aerodynamic center does not coincide with the elastic axis.

in vshich case a non-zero value for the airfoil ,tatic moment -

h r su i. The aerodynamic coupling arises because the self-
L,, = , + iLi = ph,, . , . induced aerodynamic forces acting on the airf'ol are a func-

tion of the translational and torsional notion
,.

•

W' + ilk'fl + ,A ' B, 
-  

B" il (I) In this investigation, the coupled system response is
b J determined utilizing an energy balance technique. The energy

input to the system per cycle of airfoil oscillation is generated
by the gust and, under certain conditions, the self-induced

ELASTIC AXIS unsteady aerodynamic forces amd moments.e' The energy
MEAN dissipation of the system per cycle is associated with I) system

AIRFOIL C2b structural damping, 2) under certain conditions the self-
POSITION b induced aerodynamic forces and moments, and 3) the static

U moment term S,. It should be noted that, for the uncoupled
,, Jn igle-degree-of- freedom case. the dissipation term S., was

not considered.The energy balance for the coupled translation-torsion
airfoil motion can be expressed as follows.

DISPLACED AIRFOIL -' WORK)I1 
+ (WORK)', + (WORK)" =(WORK0;

Fig. I Airfoil and dlplacemeanlteornetry and notation. (WORK)Ij +(WORK);,, +(WORK)', =(WORK)G (4)
S 0



where - - ,

(WORK)'Sj, (WORK)s1 = work done by the self-induced
aerodynamic forces and moments -Fomed V-boton An~y"
in translation and torsion. a Erwgy Bojance Flsos
respectively. 2

(WORK)",, (WORK), = work done by the airfoil tran-
slation and torsion structural
damping, respectively.

(WORK)hs, (WORK)"s, = work associated with the statLic
moment, S,,. in translation and
torsion, respectively.

(WORK)IG, (WORK)6 work done by the gust aero-
dynamic forces and moments in1
translation and torsion, respec-050
tively. 0 /. 1 1

0. -

The work values associated with the self-induced unsteady
aerodynamic forces and moments, (WORK)Is1  and
(WORK)s~,, have been written as dissipation terms. However,
under certain conditions they may actually represent energy -.

input terms. The sign differentiates between energy dissipa- io 00
lion and input. Also, matrix techniques are utilized to solve '

Eq. (4) in order to determine the response of the airfoil
system.

The unsteady work done by the self-induced aerodynamic
terms, (WORK)st and (WORK)s, over one cycle of vibration0
can be calculated from Eq. (5). 200

(WORK)~~Fig = Rf 5 (2h Comparison of classical and energty balance forced response
- calculations.

(WORK)g1 = Re[ Ms, (r) do (5)

where L51 (r) and Ms1 (t) denote the unsteady lift and Stagge -300
moment associated with the self-induced harmonic: motion of Phae-0 R
the airfoil [ See Eq. (1) 1.500US-10

Carrying out the integrations specified by Eqs. I and 5 %00 C/CIa-0
results in the following expressions for the unsteady work - g0
done by the self-induced aerodynamic forces and moments. -9..0

(WORK)',- = i 2pbJ,;-[ - (A,)1')/b+ (A,)Rh0 a, g 00 -~.05. .

x sin(X, - X,) (A,, )h,)0,,cos(AX, - X,,)~ 3000-

00
iWORK4 1, wpb' IBR (- )sin(,\, -X, )N20

-(B.)' (l.!)cos4X, - X,,) (B,,a (6) 10 ~

The angie X, denotes the phase angle between the incoming 0 L
gust and the resulting translational motion of the airfoil. .960 .970 .980 .990 1.400 1010

Similarly, the angle X., is the phase angle between the in-
coming gust and the airfoil torsional motion. 0-

The energy input to the airfoil is determined by calculating
the *ork per cycle of oscillation of the unsteady lift and
moment associated with the incoming gust.- -

I, -'000-

= -ob' .rhoL(AG)1cosQIAw)-(A(;)sin(X )I a.

(WORK)Z 4Re Ikf (IMda) -2000-
Fig. 3 Structural dsmpingt effect on the coupled torsional response

ropc'?a,( (B( )'cos(Xj, - (B(,) ltsin(x, )1 () ampltude for ~inearw
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The energy dissipated by the structural damping overon whr
cycle at oscillation can be calculated as follows.

(WORK)'A % Re ighmwv.4hdhJI ig, mjh h-

(WORK)," =Re fig,. , 2. da] w~~jw (8) +I(A 1lp)&CS.1

The unsteady work associated with the static moment S~,, A2,=IS,'-(B)rbd]i(,.)
merits some additional comment. This is the term which + [(Bh)'r~bC'o( - X,.) I
couples the system equations ot motion when the elastic axis.,-
and the aerodynamic center do not coincide. Physically, the A 2 = irg. I.w + (B. ) 'wpb'Cj2
S,, term can be considered as either a torsional force applied
to the airfoil as the result of a unit translation airfoil /

* displacement, or as a translational force resulting from the B,,= -zPb'~'(- )[(Aa,)'cos(Xh) -(AG)Rin(XA,)l
application at a unit torsional displacement. Thus, tar an
airfoil undergoing a translation mode oscillation, there is an

* aparent torsional load that can either do work on or extract B2, =zpb'.;2 (iI'~(B') cos(%,,) - (Bc, sinQo,,) I
work from the airfoil system. The phase relationship between \U/
the translational and torsional displacement determines
whether this apparent torsional load adds or dissipates energy The phase angles between the translational and torsional
in the airfoil system. displacements, Xj and X,, respectively, can be determined in

The unsteady work per cycle of oscillation associated with various ways. For example, they can be determined directly
the static moment can be determined by Eq. (9). from the classical solution of the coupled system equations of

motion, Eq. (3) (see Ret. 5). For convenience and brevity,
(WORK)h.5. Re ( S,&dh I=S,&2a,'crOsinQ( X,) these phase angle relationships are presented in Eq. (I I).

(WORK)L=3Re(ISid.,,, Sacs 0hosin(X,.-Xh (9) Ah-a NkIDR-NhRD1 A

The substitution ot the various work expressions into the R+N Di
energy balance [see Eq. (4)) yields the following matrix rND-N D
expression for the coupled translational and torsional airfoil X,, tan rIalR R ' II

* ~~displacements. ID+~,~

I A 1 1where N,,,, Ne,1, NhR. N,,,. DR and D, are defined in terms of

A,, A, (-i B,,the airfoil structural properties and the unsteady aerodynamic
A2, A2  (,, LBb (10) forces and moments in the Nomenclature.
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Fig. 4 Structural damping ef fect on the coupled torsional response
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where a is the dimensionless distance of the elastic axis

1000- measured from the airfoil mid-chord (see Fig. t).hcnst

~~~~Results.-- ... .

960 9 0 980 o9d90 W 0 610 To demonstrate the effects of the various parameters on the
a- coupled forced response of turbomachinery blading, the --

unsteady aerodynamic analysis of Ref. 7 will be utilized. This
a s ,=na1si pecicts the gust and self-induced unsteady, ~ ~~aerodynamic forces and moments in a compressible flow".....

-0 UE field. The structural properties for this parametric study are

paseo anaol wth e 5Machobr. ad% th lic gis

-00- chord ratio In an t catio of 3. This representativeng
airfoil has a natural translation mode frequency, r,, 12%
nlarger than the natural torsion mod frequency, w.. Hence,
d A/da = 1.i12. SpeF fic parameters to be varied include the

20O.O. FREQUENCY RATIO ;a f ot structural damping value, the cascade solidity, the interblade
phase angle, of and he ea airfoi w as calclated xis
location. In addition, to clearly demonstrate the coupling

repively, alted abot the aol ' hord Thes, effects, the airfoil stiffness is varied so as to make the tor-
sional and translation mode natural frequencies nearly equal.-- -.-.-
in value. .... '..-

Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces and Moments To verify the energy-balance approach for the prediction of '. ','"
L,, M4, L,, and M,, denote the standard form for the aerodynamical ly-i nduced vibrations. the uncoupled torsion '.

unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments and represent the mode response of the representative airfoil was calculated by ::))ii: : :
':'- unsteady lift and moment in translation and torsion, means of both the energy balance technique and a classical ,

respectively, calculated about the airfoil '/4 chord. These Newton's second law approach)s Figure 2 presents the"-"-"

standard form ',/ chord coefficients are related to the general comparison of these calculation techniques. As shown, the
unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients through the two methods yield identical results, both in terms of the
following relationships, amplitude and the phase of the response.

• . .-.

: :: ): -:: : : -i:: ! -: : : : : : : .: !:: :: .:: : : :: : : : : : .:! :: :::i
4:_.. ",.. . . . . '_.-_'. . _.. ..... . . . . .. ..; .- .:.--............... .-. ......- . -: .-.... .;.. .-.---.... ...-.... ,.. . . ... .-... .:. , Z.'; "
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Fig.9 Effect of Iuterblade phase angle on the coupled torsion mode Fig. I I Intl Mach number effect on Ike coupled toriona response.
reponse.

.frequencies, respectively, of the representative airfoil. Results
3000- presented include the translational amplitude, the torsion

.mode amplitude, and the phase angles between the
25000 .0 aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting airfoil

0n o response as a function of the nondimensional frequency ratio.

I Phas .ue As anticipated, when the gust forcing function frequency is
a, 2000- a .90 close to the natural torsion mode frequency, the torsional

I... \ :.Phase -I60 response is an order of magnitude greater than the
1500 Phas \ 9 corresponding coupled translation mode response. Thus, only

the coupled forced torsional response will be presented for the
C100O0aroynmi forcing function close to the airfoil natural torsional

/ N\ , frequency (l, - 1.00), and only the coupled forced trans-
lational response for forcing function frequencies near the.. -

05... natural translational r n efrequency (w, h.2) will be
Ph. presented.

0 Figures 3 and 4 represent the torsional and translational
11O 1190 1200 1210 1h220 airfoil responses, respectively, with structural damping as the " -
0- parameter when the forcing frequency is close to wh i and w,"

.5 respectively. As seen. increased structural damping resulting
results in decreased amplitude of response. It should be noted .

" that the maximum response amplitudes do not occur at

2000- frequency ratio values of 1.00 and 1.12, even for the special
- O 0case of zero structural damping. This is a result of the self-

s ,~,induced unsteady aerodynamic forces which correspond in
O-- this case to aerodynamic damping. Thus, even when there is

no structural damping in the airfoil system, the self-induced
-40001 FREQUENCY RATIO W I., aerodynamics generate aerodynamic damping.

The effects of cascade solidity (C/S) and stagger angle on
Fig. 10 Effect of inte"blade phase angle on the coupled translation the coupled forced response amplitudes are demonstrated in
moide response. Fig. 5 and 6 and Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Both the coupled

torsional and translational forced response amplitudes in-
crease with increasing values for solidity and stagger angle. - -

The coupled forced response characteristics of the Variations in solidity result in a somewhat more pronounced .-. .

representative airfoil are determined utilizing this energy effect on the translational response than on the torsional . •
balance technique. Results are presented as a function of the response. Stagger angle variation has a greater effect on the
nondimensional ratio of the gust forcing frequency to the torsional response than on the translational one. Also,
airfoil natural torsion mode frequency, fwe. Hence, values variations in stagger angle have a much greater effect on the
of 1.00 and 1.12 for this nondimensional frequency ratio response amplitudes, both torsional and translational, than
correspond to the situations where the forcing function do variations in solidity. It should be noted that the design - -

frequency is equal to the natural torsion and translation mode trend for modern compressors includes increased solidity and -

t'

:i ..-' ." . :' ;':::::. ====================================:: : " :.; :- ..'./.' " """ ""..'': : " '. ''. -. - ..: " '] -': ".."-".:"'. -" . . . .'.-'.."... ... "".".".'.-.. . . . .. ,.
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Fil. 12 Inlet Mach number effect on the coupled Iranslational FREQUENCY RATIO

filt. 13 Effect of elastic axis location on the coupled torsional

response for (4p/l.) near w.
stagger angle values. Hence, these results indicate that in-
creased forced response problems, primarily associated with "l "-
increased stagger angles, might be anticipated. 4000-0 .3wStogget .30* -

Figures 9 and 10 show the effect of interblade phase angle PISOl 00
on the coupled airfoil forced response characteristics. The C/S i1O0 AP,
effect of variations in this parameter on the coupled torsional 3000- g.0
forced response are quite different than on the coupled _ - 0.5 --. .
translational response. For the torsion mode, there is only an . .
extreme maximum response amplitude for a 0-deg interblade Q . 05
phase angle value. For all other values considered, the 2000-
response amplitude curves are relatively flat and decreased
from the 0 deg case by approximately 75 to 85c70. The coupled
translational response amplitudes all exhibit an extreme IOOO-
maximum response amplitude, i.e. none of the amplitude
response curves are relatively flat. Also, although an in-
terblade phase angle value of 0 deg results in the maximum ." '-
forced translational response amplitude, varying the in- 0
terblade phase angle away from 0 deg results in noticably 8100 82bO .8300 8400 .8500
smaller decreases in this maximum amplitude than were noted
for the forced torsional response. In particular, for both the 0-
torsional and the translational cases, the largest decrease in ---- '0
the maximum response amplitude is associated with changing
the interblade phase angle value from 0 to - 90 deg. However. G
the maximum forced translational response decreased only e -100.0-
4501, whereas the corresponding forced torsional response
decreased by 8506. In addition, since the smallest coupled "
torsional and translational response amplitudes correspond to .
negative interblade phase angle values (-90 deg in par- •.
ticular), then this would appear to be a desirable forced -2000
response design condition. In terms of the rotor-stator in- FREQUENCY RATIO (Z, -

teraction forced response problem, a negative interblade Fig. 14 Effect of elastic sis location on the coupled translational
phase angle value corresponds to a backward traveling wave response for (w, ) near,,.
as viewed from the stator vane frame of reference and arises
when the number of rotor blades is greater than the number of
stator vanes. gust disturbance, increases both the coupled torsional and

The effect of the inlet flow Mach number on the coupled translational responses with a very dramatic increase asso-
torsional and translational forced response characteristics of ciated with an increase in Mach number from 0.6 to 0.8. Also,
the representative airfoil is demonstrated in Figs. I I and 12, for Mach numbers of 0.6 and smaller, the increase in the
respectively. Increasing the Mach number, which also maximum response amplitude is much larger for the torsional
corresponds to decreasing the reduced frequency for a specific mode than for the translational mode. In addition, the forcing

--.... : ..
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40001 S',06
function frequency at which the maximum amplitude
response occurs is highly dependent on the Mach number for C/S.0
the torsional response, but is almost independent of this 3000- 0.
forcing frequency for the translational response case. Phase. ,80

The effect of moving the elastic axis location to the 1,- 0 ....
chord and the '/-chord locations on the coupled forced - \ ... ow-90
response of the representative airfoil is presented in Figs. 13 . 2000-
through 16. These results indicate that not only the response
amplitude but also the forcing function frequency at which <
the maximum amplitude response occurs is strongly.
dependent on the position of the elastic axis. The maximum 1000 -. ''-''
torsion and translation response amplitudes are found with -"-

,the elastic axis at the IA-chord location. Shifting the elastic
axis forward to the 'A-chord location results in significantly 0 I i I

decreasing both the torsional and translational response 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040
amplitudes near the airfoil torsional natural frequency, but o -
only slightly decreasing these response amplitudes near the
airfoil translational natural frequency. Also, shifting the ,
elastic axis location aft from mid-chord to 1/4-chord has the O -OoOO-
result of making the translational response in the neigh- - - -

borhood of the natural torsional frequency (Clu,, ft 1.0) the
same order of magnitude as the torsional response amplitude, X -20001 r-
indicating the significant additional coupling that arises when
the elastic axis and the airfoil center of gravity do not coin-
cide. Similar results are noted when the forcing function -3000 FRQUNC"ATO,--.
frequency is close to the natural translational frequency. FREQUENCY RATIO, (;/w e )

To demonstrate the interaction of two vety closely-spaced Flit. I Interblade phase angle effect on the coupled torsional
torsional and translation modes, the bending stiffness of the response for nearly equal natural frequencies.

representative airfoil was altered to make the ratio of tran-
slation to torsion natural frequencies 1.02. The variation with
interblade phase angle values of these closely coupled forced Figure 18 presents the variation of the forced translational
torsional and translational responses was then investigated, response with the interblade phase angle as the parameter. In
The results are presented in Figs. 17 and 18. The coupled contrast to the torsional response results, minimal trans-
torsional response results (Fig. 17) show that, at a frequency lational response is noted when the forcing function
ratio of 0.990. the response decreases as the interblade phase frequency is near the airfoil natural torsional frequency.
angle is varied from 0 to +90, -90, and ISO deg. At a However, when the forcing function frequency is near the
frequency ratio of 1.015 the response increases by up to 651". airfoil natural translational frequency ('Iw,, , 1.015), the
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.8000. MOCih..6 The effects of the various aerodynamic parameters on the

Sta ,:30 coupled translational and torsional mode forced response of a %
C/S 1.00 representative airfoil were then considered. The study showed
g'-O the increased coupling between the torsion and translation

6000. '-0 modes as the corresponding undamped natural frequencies
---. .Phas90* approach one another. It was also demonstrated that the

o.. Phoa-e-900 coupled torsional and translational forced response am-
2 Phases O* plitudes of a representative airfoil increased with: I) decreased

.4000 j structural damping, 2) increased solidity values. 3) increased
I; \\ stagger angles. 4) increased inlet flow Mach numbers, 5)

interbiade phase angle values corresponding to forward
traveling waves for the rotor-stator interaction case, and 6)

2000- shifting of the elastic axis location aft.
It should be noted that variations in the above parameters

did not affect the magnitude of the resulting forced response
equally nor did they always have equivalent effects on the

0torsional and translational response modes. For example..980 .990 1.000 1010 1020 1.030 1.040 increasing the stagger angle and shifting the elastic axis aft
O '-'q resulted in significantly larger increases in all of the response - -

amplitudes than did increasing the solidity. Also, the in-
terblade phase angle, for example, had a much greater effect
on the coupled torsion mode responses than on the trans-

9 lational ones. In addition, the forcing function frequencies at
W -2000- which the maximum torsional and translational responses .

occurred did not generally correspond to the airfoil natural
torsional or tanslational frequencies. This was because the
self-induced aerodynamic forces and moments result in an
aerodynamic damping effect analogous to structural damp- ' "

-400.0 inf. "- .
FREOUENCY RATIO, (Z/.,) ig.

Fig. I Interblade phase angle effect on the coupled translational Acknowledgment
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